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In the News

ISG Buy Local Connect 

Independent Suppliers Group (ISG), is proud to announce the launch of the Buy Local:
Connect with Community campaign, designed to educated and promote awareness of
the benefits and importance of buying local.

Read more

Omnia Partners Announces Launch of the Next Generation of
Procurement Technology

Omnia Partners heralds the launch of their cutting-edge procurement technology in the
latest press release. Discover how this innovation is set to redefine procurement
processes and shape the future of the industry.

Read more

FedEx Ground Freight Shipping Rate Increase 2024

Supply Chain Dive reports on FedEx Express and Ground's shipping rate increase plan
for 2024. Explore the details of this General Rate Increase (GRI) and its potential
implications for the logistics and supply chain industry.

Read more

Furniture

Solomon Coyle Project Management Training

Join the Fall 2023 Project Management Training for Contract Furniture Industry Dealers,
presented by SolomonCoyle. Discover the opportunities for dealer management
development and enhancement of project management skills in the contract furniture
sector.

Read more

Link to Tech Furniture Survey

Participate in our survey by following the provided link. Share your valuable insights
and opinions to contribute to ongoing research in this area.

Read more

Technology

US Remanufacturer Sues Amazon for $500 million 

Discover the details of a significant legal action as California's Planet Green files a
$500 million lawsuit against Amazon. Explore the lawsuit and insights surrounding
counterfeit ink cartridges in this report by Toner News.

Read more

Upcoming GFK Etilize Webinar
Winning E-Commerce in 2023: A Workplace Solutions Guide to
E-Comm Success

Unlock the secrets to winning in the world of e-commerce in 2023 with the Workplace
Solutions Guide to E-Comm Success. This event by ISSA promises valuable insights
into navigating the evolving landscape of online commerce.

Read more

Advocacy Alerts

What Federal Contractors Need to Know about the TikTok Ban
for Government Devices

Learn about the implications of the TikTok ban for government devices in the latest
article from Fisher Phillips. Discover how this decision impacts federal contractors and
the use of TikTok on government-issued devices.

Read more

Labor Department to Give Overtime Protection to Salaried
Workers

The Labor Department's decision to extend overtime protection to salaried workers is a
significant development in labor regulations. Get the details and insights into the
implications of this decision in Roll Call's latest article.

Read more

FTC May File Suit Against Amazon Later This Month

Stay informed about potential legal actions as the FTC considers filing a lawsuit
against Amazon later this month, as reported by Reuters. Explore the details and
implications of this possible legal move.

Read more

ISSA News

Envoy Solutions to merge with Brady IFS (ISSA news, growth
& acquisitions)

Envoy Solutions announces a merger with BradyIFS - stay updated with the latest
industry developments. Learn more about this strategic move and its potential impact
in the cleaning and maintenance sector.

Read more

Smart Business Source

Why American Cities Look the Same 

Explore the fascinating insights on why American cities appear increasingly similar in
the era of remote work in Business Insider's thought-provoking article. Discover the
forces shaping urban authenticity and character.

Read more

How the Workplace Became the Star of TV

Discover the intriguing journey of how the workplace has become a central character
on TV in this BBC Worklife article. Dive into the evolution of workplace portrayals and
their cultural significance.

Read more

Remote Working Putting Pressure on Around Half of Personal
Relationships

Learn about the impact of remote working on personal relationships in the latest report
from Workplace Insight. Explore how this shift is affecting approximately half of
personal relationships and the challenges it presents.

Read more

Smart Business Source

Retro Advertisement
SYST-O-MITE the Functional Desk Organizer

Take a peek at this retro advertisement used to showcase the functional desk
organizer!

Read more
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